Art Forward runs a membership
programme, which is designed to care
for long-lasting relationship with our
clients. The membership provides each
member with the opportunity to receive
personalized information and regular
update of our events. In most cases our
members enjoy preference and discount
over non-members when it comes to first
hand event invitations and specialized art
oriented programmes (e.g. gastro events,
special private art performances)

Art Forward offers apprenticeship
programmes for students of junior
college level or above, graduates, and
post-graduates in arts. The objective
is to provide training and mentoring to
the interns in arts management, and
organizing exhibitions.

Our volunteers are important members of
the Art Forward community and they enjoy
preference among internship applicants.
Volunteers are welcome to assist us in our
day-to-day operation as well as in the
arrangements of events and exhibitions.

‘Kids Forward’ is sparking creativity and
the love of art. Children are the best
natural philosophers who are eager and
open to understand the world around them.
This programme is a special curriculum
for kids in order to experience the joy of
understanding and creating art. We help
kids improve their ‘cognitive skills’, such as
logical and critical thinking, and guide
them to evaluate and realize their creative
self-awareness. Kids Forward courses
enhance confidence of kids in their
creative process, in their instincts, and help
them to maintain curiosity in general which
is the essential element of learning.

Art Forward Show No. I. ››
Art Forward Show No. I. was a pop-up exhibition which lasted for three weeks at the
popular downtown area of Budapest. Recently the curator team visited the University of
Fine Arts of Budapest to scout new talent among hundreds of students. 25 young artists
were selected to present their artworks for the first time to the public. We were delighted
to collaborate with such a diverse group of students and gain an insight into their early age
artistic careers.

Roundtable Exhibition ››
This project could not have come to existence without the cooperation of the gastro team,
‘Konyhakör’. The concept of the Roundtable Exhibition was to create an “insider” gallery
show for only the invited members. The private exhibition alongside with the gastro dinner
was operated by a curator who shares insider information about the artists and the
represented artworks.

‘INSIDE’ by Monika Karandi ››
„I paint what surrounds me or visions what catches my eyes”. The first solo exhibition of
Monika Karandi was mainly built upon her diploma artworks. “I like to paint different living areas, classic reality interiors, where our everyday lives happen.” Monika Karandi likes
to readapt geometric forms with organic shapes and to mix different materials like sand or
textile with paint.

Rum Project X Secret Room ››
This promotional project was the combination of the Video artwork of Csaba Taczi and the
lighting installations set up in Secret room. The video art presentation was followed by an
electronic party.

Art Project ››
Art Project was an urban contemporary mini art festival. It took place in the under
construction rooms of the downtown Hotel Rum. 79 artists participated on the project,
exhibiting more than 267 artworks around all the 6 floors and 39 rooms of the empty Hotel. Art Project was all about paintings, sculptures, photos, video arts, installations, fashion
art, performance art, new media art, films, roundtable discussions, concerts, gastro, art
parties and guided tours for 4 days to the art loving public.

Artfwd X Carbonfools ››
“This charitable wall painting project was all about spending a fun afternoon together”.
Colourful street art was made by the band Carbonfools with the cooperation of our artists
for the house of the Down Foundation in Hungary. The creative art piece contains true
love, expressive communication and an important way of being, sharing and caring
through the power of art. Our creative team welcomes all kinds of non-profit but community art based movements.
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